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Havana Harbor 
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Early morning near the harbor.
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Vintage cars everywhere and I shot  
too many photos of them. 
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Street Scene, Havana 
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So much to photograph 6




7Deteriorating buildings and pristine autos 



Museo de Bellas Artes 
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Old Havana Streets 
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Cuban Cigars Old Havana Interior 
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Laundry hanging everywhere. 
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Whatcha doing? Havana Housing 
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Doors and Cats, Old Havana 13



A lot of underground street work, Old Havana 14



Fresh fruit and veggies, Old Havana 15



Balconies everywhere, looking fragile. 16



A view inside the doors, Old Havana 17



Mixed blessings 
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Clean clothes on once beautiful balconies 19



20 Capitolio in the background 
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A dog and a tree, not their usual story! 
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Dancers practice Once fabulous 
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Pristine cars, coordinate with shoes and glasses? 
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Interesting taxis. 
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Faces of Cuba 26





Spires of a monument in Havana signal goodbye 
as we head for the NW agricultural valley of Viñales.
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Close view of a highly polished vintage chevy. 
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In the countryside now. 
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A tobacco farmer explains drying the leaves. 
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Eduardo demonstrates! 
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At the tobacco farm 32



Viñalles Valley from Hotel Jasmine window 
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Beautiful chickens here! 34



Young man shows off his chicken. 35



Verdant beauty. 36





37Gorgeous Valley with rocky karst formations.  Crops of tobacco, sugar cane, grains. 



The hotel cat. 
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Another view of the valley and karst formations. 
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Women grade and sort the tobacco at the factory. 
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Looking for a good translation for this wall in the factory.  I think 
the sense of it is that soldiers are impatient and want to see 

things happen, but we can only do what we can do.  Maybe? 
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Some of the activities at the tobacco facility 
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43
Sorting and grading the tobacco leaves. 



Other rural activities Picking coffee beans 
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Cuban cowboy. 
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Sowing grain by hand. 
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Extracting juice from sugar cane. 
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A nice walk to a local farm Just showing off a bit. 
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Another young man showing off a bit!   
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The scenery on our walk back from the farm. 
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Looking back at the “home place” of a farm. 51



52 Pig for lunch.  We ate a lot of pork and chicken. 



Creative carvings around 
the restaurant. 

Orchids grow wild 
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Evening with glowing sunset and emerging mist. 54



The following morning was misty and cool. 55



Saddle waiting for the horse. 
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Starting the rural day in beautiful sunrise.  
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Oxen work the land.  Plows are attached via horns 
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Walking behind a wooden plow.   59



Some nice rural houses 
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and wonderfully preserved cars! 
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Back to Havana:  early morning light 
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1958 Ford, looking better than originally! 
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Colorful houses and some remodeling here.   64



Iconic painting near Capitolio.  If Che could look around... 65



Inside a courtyard Early morning walk 
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A local care home in a repurposed nunery.  
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Holds exercise classes in the street. 
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More cars, pristine chevrolets. 
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and even more cars: 
golden Buick with a continental kit 
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A couple of pink convertible beauties 
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The iconic fins on the 1959 cadillac.  This is as large 
and exotic as they come!  
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74

Revolution Square 
with a nine-story Che in the background 



Our returning plane arrives in Miami. 
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